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Large eddy simulation of turbulent channel flows by the rational large eddy
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The rational large eddy simulation~RLES! model is applied to turbulent channel flows. This
approximate deconvolution model is based on a rational~subdiagonal Pade´! approximation of the
Fourier transform of the Gaussian filter and is proposed as an alternative to the gradient~also known
as the nonlinear or tensor-diffusivity! model. We used a spectral element code to perform large eddy
simulations of incompressible channel flows at Reynolds numbers based on the friction velocity and
the channel half-width Ret5180 and Ret5395. We compared the RLES model with the gradient
model and the Smagorinsky model with Van Driest damping. The RLES model was much more
stable than the gradient model and yielded improved results. Both the RLES model and the gradient
model predicted the off-diagonal Reynolds stresses better than the Smagorinsky model with Van
Driest damping. The latter, however, yielded better results for the diagonal Reynolds stresses.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1604781#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large eddy simulation~LES! is one of the most success
ful techniques in the numerical simulation of turbulent flow
Contrary to the direct numerical simulation~DNS!, which
tries to capture all the scales in the flow, LES aims at reso
ing only the large-scale flow features. The large scales
defined by means of a filtering operation: the Navier–Sto
equations are convolved with a spatial filter, and the resul
filtered variables become the variables of interest in LE
Thus, a good LES model should be able to compute an
curate approximation of the filtered variables.

An essential challenge in LES is the modeling of t
subfilter-scale~SFS! stresses, representing the interactio
between the large~above the filter width! and small~below
the filter width! scales in the filtered Navier–Stokes equ
tions. A remarkable research effort has led to a wide var
of SFS models, surveyed, for example, in Refs. 1–3.

Arguably the most popular class of LES models is t
eddy-viscosity type, based on~variants of! the Smagorinsky
model.4 The main feature of the eddy-viscosity models
that they properly transfer kinetic energy~by inviscid pro-
cesses! from large scales to smaller and smaller scales, u
this energy is dissipated through viscous effects. These m
els have several limitations, however, including poor cor
lation coefficients ina priori tests5,6 and inability to provide
backscatter. Some of these limitations are circumvented
using a dynamic procedure in calculating the Smagorin
constant, yielding the dynamic subgrid-scale eddy-visco
model introduced by Germanoet al.,7 and used in many
studies.8,9

Another class of LES models is the scale-similarity on
The scale-similarity model, introduced by Bardinaet al.,6

postulates that the full structure of the velocity field at sca
below the filter width is similar to that at scales above t
3031070-6631/2003/15(10)/3036/12/$20.00
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filter width. A priori tests6 show high correlations betwee
real and modeled stresses. Another realistic feature of
scale-similarity model is that it produces backscatter. Ina
posteriori tests, however, the scale-similarity model does
dissipate enough energy and typically leads to inaccurate
sults. As a remedy, Bardinaet al.6 added a dissipative Sma
gorinsky term. The resulting model, known as the mix
model, combines the strengths of both the scale-simila
and the Smagorinsky model. The dynamic procedure
been successfully applied to both the pure and the mi
scale-similarity model, yielding improved results.10

A different class of LES models consists of those mod
aimed at computing an improved SFS stress approxima
by replacing the unknown unfiltered variables with appro
mately deconvolved filtered variables. An inverse filter
model was first proposed by Shah and Ferziger.11 This idea
was formalized by Geurts12 for the top hat filter. Kuerten
et al.13 used the approximate inverse to improve the comp
able estimates in the dynamic Smagorinsky model. Anot
model in this class is the velocity estimation model of Dom
radzki and Saiki.14–16 Stolz and Adams17 developed the ap-
proximate deconvolution model, based on repeated app
tion of the filter to approximately deconvolve the depend
variables.18,19

One popular model in this class is the gradient mo
~also known as the nonlinear or tensor-diffusivity mode!,
which usesexplicit filtering. In addition to theimplicit filter-
ing due to the effective truncations~grid and numerical
method!, this LES model also assumes a regular explicit
ter of prescribed shape and effective width larger than
grid spacing.

The gradient model is based on a Taylor series appr
mation of the Fourier transform of the filter and aims
reconstructing the filtered-scale stress due to explicit filt
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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ing. The gradient model was developed in several ste
First, in 1974 Leonard20 proposed a model for the ‘‘resolve
scales’’ ūū in the Reynolds stress tensor. Next, in 197
Clark, Ferziger, and Reynolds5 used the same approach
model the ‘‘cross terms’’ūu81u8ū.

The gradient model was testeda priori against experi-
mental data~two-dimensional cuts! by Liu et al.21 Borue and
Orszag22 presented a detaileda priori analysis of the gradi-
ent model based on Gaussian-filtered DNS of homogene
isotropic decaying turbulence. Also, Winckelmanset al.23

presented severala priori tests for the gradient model and i
dynamic version, again in the context of homogeneous,
tropic decaying turbulence. Similar tests have been p
formed by Caratiet al.24 All the abovea priori tests have
shown high correlations.

In a posteriori tests, however, it was found that the gr
dient model does not dissipate enough energy. Simulat
with the pure gradient model appear to be unstable.25 Also,
Liu, Meneveau, and Katz21 reported problems near the wa
where the pure gradient model’s Reynolds stresses do
follow the x2

3 behavior. To stabilize the gradient mode
Clark, Ferziger, and Reynolds5 combined it with a Smagor
insky term, but the resulting mixed model inherited the e
cessive dissipation of the Smagorinsky model. A differe
approach was proposed by Liuet al.,21 who supplied the
gradient model with a ‘‘limiter’’ to prevent energy backsca
ter; this clipping procedure ensures that the model dissip
energy from large to small scales. This approach was
used in Refs. 26, 27.

From this point of view, the gradient model is similar
the scale-similarity model: It shows high correlations ina
priori tests, but it does not dissipate enough energy in ac
LES simulations: hence, the need for extra viscosity ty
terms~mixed models!. We note that, for both types of mode
the best results in actual LES simulations were obtained
using the dynamic mixed procedure.23,28 In fact, it has been
noted before9,23,24,28 that there are strong ties between t
gradient model and the scale-similarity model: the first te
in the Taylor series expansion of the scale-similarity mode
indeed the gradient model. As noted by Winckelma
et al.,23 however, the other terms in the expansion are diff
ent. Thus, the gradient model is not identical to the sca
similarity model.

The model presented in this paper was introduced
Galdi and Layton29 as an alternative to the gradient mod
They observed that the Taylor series approximation of
Fourier transform of the Gaussian filter used in the derivat
of the gradient model actuallyincreasesthe high wave num-
ber components, instead of damping them. As an alterna
to the Taylor series approximation, Galdi and Layton p
posed a rational@~0,1! Padé!# approximation. This rationa
approximation is consistent with the original approximat
function ~which is a negative exponential!: it attenuates the
high wave number components.

In this paper, the resulting LES model, called in the
quel the rational LES~RLES! model, is applied to the nu
merical simulations of incompressible channel flows at Rt

5180 and Ret5395.
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II. THE RATIONAL LES MODEL

The usual LES starts by convolving the Navier–Stok
equations~NSEs! with a spatial filtergd . Assuming that dif-
ferentiation and convolution commute~which is true for ho-
mogeneous filters!, the filtered NSEs read as follows:

ūt1¹•~uu!2Re21 Dū1¹ p̄5 f̄, ~1!

where d is the filter width andū5gd* u is the variable of
interest. The filtered NSEs~1! do not form a closed system
and a considerable research effort in LES research has
directed at modeling the stress

t5uu2ūū. ~2!

As mentioned by Caratiet al.,24 this stress consists of
subfilter-scale stress tensor, mainly due to filtering, an
subgrid-scale~SGS! stress tensor, mainly due to discretiz
tion. One way of approximating the subfilter-scale stress t
sor is by using a Taylor series expansion in the wave num
space to represent the unknown full velocity in terms of
filtered velocity. This approach was first used by Leonard20

and it was later espoused by Clark, Ferziger, and Reynol5

The resulting model, called the gradient, nonlinear, or tens
diffusivity model, was used in numerous studies.5,20–24,30–32

The gradient model is derived by using a Taylor ser
approximation to the Fourier transform of the Gaussian fi

gd̂~k!5e2d2uku2/4g'12
d2uku2

4g
1O~d4!, ~3!

and for its inverse

1

gd̂~k!
5ed2uku2/4g'11

d2uku2

4g
1O~d4!. ~4!

Decomposingu into its average and its turbulent fluctuation

u5ū1u8, ~5!

and taking first the average and then the Fourier transform
the above relation, we get

û85S 1

gd̂
21DuR , ~6!

and thus

û5
1

gd̂
uR , ~7!

whereû denotes the Fourier transform ofu.
By taking the inverse Fourier transform and using~4!,

we get

u'ū2
d2

4g
Dū. ~8!

By plugging the above into~2!, using~3! and the same tech
nique as above, simplifying, and dropping out the terms
O(d4), we get the gradient model

t5uu2ūū'
d2

2g
¹ū¹ū, ~9!
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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where

~¹ū¹ū! i , j5(
l 51

d
]ūi

]xl

]ūj

]xl
. ~10!

Noticing that the approximation by Taylor series ofgd̂

actually increasesthe high wave number components~see
Fig. 1!, Galdi and Layton29 developed a new LES mode
based on a rational@~0,1! Padé# approximation ofgd̂, which
preserves the decay of the high wave number componen

gd̂~k!5e2d2uku28/4g'
1

11
d2uku2

4g

1O~d4!. ~11!

The resulting LES model, called the rational LES~RLES!
model, reads as follows:

t5F S 2
d2

4g
D1I D 21S d2

2g
¹ū¹ūD G . ~12!

The inverse operator in~12! acts as a smoothing operat
and represents the approximation of the convolution by
Gaussian filter in the stress tensort in ~2!.

We note that differential filters have been proposed
Germano in Ref. 33: Actually, one can think of~12! as the
stress tensor obtained by applying such a differential fil
Mullen and Fischer used similar filters in Ref. 34. Als
Domaradzki and Holm considered the Navier–Stokes-al
model@which contains an inverse operator similar to the o
in ~12!#, in an LES framework.35

The mathematical analysis associated with the RL
model ~12! was presented in Ref. 36. The first steps in
numerical analysis and validation of the RLES model~12!
were made in Refs. 37 and 38, respectively.

This paper presents numerical results for the RL
model ~12! applied to the 3D channel flow test problem

FIG. 1. Approximations to the Fourier transform of the Gaussian fil
Rational~Padé! vs Taylor.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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Reynolds numbers based on the wall shear velocityt
5180 and Ret5395. Some preliminary work started in Re
39; it was significantly updated and improved in the pres
paper.

III. NUMERICAL SETTING

The 3D channel flow~Fig. 2! is one of the most popula
test problems for the investigation of wall bounded turbule
flows.40,41 We used the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, an
Mansour42 as benchmark for our LES simulations.

We compared the RLES model~12! with

~I! the gradient model~9! t5(d2/2g)¹ū¹ū;
~II ! the Smagorinsky model with Van Driest dampingt

52(Csd(12exp(2y1/A1))2uS̄uS̄, where S̄ª 1
2(¹ū

1¹ūT) is the deformation tensor of the filtered field
Cs50.1 is the Smagorinsky constant,g56 is the param-
eter in the definition of the Gaussian filter,y15(H
2uyu)ut /n is the nondimensional distance from th
wall, H51 is the channel half-width,ut is the wall
shear velocity, andA1525 is the Van Driest constant.

The computational domain is periodic in the streamw
~x! and spanwise~z! directions, and the pressure gradient th
drives the flow is adjusted dynamically to maintain a co
stant mass flux through the channel. The parameters use
the numerical simulations are given in Table I for the tw
Reynolds numbers considered (Ret5180 and Ret5395).

The filter width d is computed asd5A3 DxDzDy(y),
whereDx andDz are the largest spaces between the Gau
Lobatto–Legendre~GLL! points in thex and z directions,
respectively, andDy(y) is inhomogeneous and is compute
as an interpolation function that is zero at the wall and
twice the normal mesh size for the elements in the cente
the channel. Note that, since we filter in all three directio
the filter width d never vanishes away from the wall. Thi
however, could be a serious problem for tests in which o
filtering direction is discarded; in this case, the LES mod
would vanish although the other two directions are poo
resolved. To avoid this difficulty, one should instead use
anisotropic version of the RLES model~12!, in which dx ,

:

FIG. 2. Problem setup for the channel flow.

TABLE I. Parameters for the numerical simulations.

Nominal Ret Lx3Ly3Lz Nx3Ny3Nz

180 4p3234/3p 36337336
395 2p323p 72355354
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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dy , anddz are all different. The derivation of this anisotrop
form of the RLES model is straightforward and the resulti
model remains easy to implement.

We used as a first step the RLES model~12! with the
inverse operator equipped with Neumann boundary co
tions.

The numerical simulations were performed by using
spectral element code based on thePN2PN22 velocity and
pressure spaces introduced by Maday and Patera.43 The do-
main is decomposed into spectral elements, as shown in
3. Mesh spacing in the wall-normal direction~y! was chosen
to be roughly equivalent to a Chebyshev distribution hav
the same number of points. The velocity is continuous acr
element interfaces and is represented byNth-order tensor-
product Lagrange polynomials based on the GLL points. T
pressure is discontinuous and is represented by ten
product polynomials of degreeN22. Time stepping is base

FIG. 3. Spectral element meshes: Ret5180 ~top!, and Ret5395 ~bottom!.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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on an operator splitting of the discrete system, which lead
separate convective, viscous, and pressure subprob
without the need forad hocpressure boundary conditions.
filter, which removes 2%–5% of the highest velocity mod
is used to stabilize the Galerkin formulation;44 the filter does
not compromise the spectral accuracy. Details of the discr
zation and solution algorithm are given in Refs. 45, 46.

The initial conditions for the Ret5180 simulations were
obtained by superimposing a 2D Tollmien–Schlichting~TS!
mode of 2% amplitude and a 3D TS mode of 1% amplitu
on a parabolic mean flow~Poiseuille flow! and integrating
the flow for a long time~approximately 200 H/ut) on a finer
mesh~72373372 mesh points!. The final field file was fur-
ther integrated on the actual coarse LES mesh~36337336
mesh points! for approximately 50 H/ut to obtain the initial
condition forall three Ret5180 simulations.

The initial condition for the Ret5395 case was obtaine
in a similar manner: We started with a field file correspon
ing to a Ret5180 simulation, and we integrated it on a fin
mesh ~96373372 mesh points! for a long time ~approxi-
mately 50 H/ut). Then, we integrated the resulting flow o
the actual coarser LES mesh~72355354 mesh points! for
another 40 H/ut , and the final field file was used as initia
condition forall three simulations.

For each of the three simulations and for both Rt

5180 and Ret5395, the flow was integrated further in tim
until the statistically steady state was reached~for approxi-
mately 15 H/ut). The statistically steady state was identifie
by a linear total shear stress profile. Figures 4 and 5 pre
results for ‘‘coarse DNS’’~without any LES model! for Ret

5180 and Ret5395, respectively. The total shear stress
the Ret5395 case tends to overshoot~undershoot! the cor-
rect values at the wall~21 and 1, respectively!. At the wall,
however, the correct values are attained. One possible re
for this behavior is the fact that we impose a constant m
flux through the channel~instead of a constant pressure gr
dient! and to the inadequate resolution near the wall~the
n
ed.
FIG. 4. Ret5180, linear total shear stress profile, a
indication that the statistically steady state was reach
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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FIG. 5. Ret5395, linear total shear stress profile, a
indication that the statistically steady state was reach
m
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first mesh point away from the wall is aty1

51.753 368 616. This issue, which is part of the very co
plex interplay between the numerical method and the L
model employed, appears as an interesting avenue for fu
investigation.

The statistics were then collected over another 5 Hut

and contained samples taken after each time stepDt
50.0002 for Ret5180 andDt50.000 25 for Ret5395). We
also averaged over the two halves of the channel.

Note that in our simulations the bulk velocityUm was
fixed to match the corresponding one in Ref. 42~see Table
II !, and the friction velocityut was a result of the simula
tions. Table II presents theactual values of Ret correspond-
ing to the friction velocityut computed for all four numeri-
cal tests and two nominal Reynolds numbers. We note
the friction velocity ut is within 1%–2% of the nomina
value, and, as a result, so is the actual Ret .

In our numerical experiments, we considered, as a
step, homogeneous boundary conditions for all LES mod
tested.

The numerical results include plots of the followin
time- and plane-averaged~denoted bŷ•&! quantities normal-
ized by thecomputed ut : the mean streamwise velocity, th
x, y component of the Reynolds stress, and the rms value
the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise velocity fluct
tions. We computed these statistics following the approac
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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Ref. 47, where it was proved that the best way to reconst
the Reynolds stresses from LES is

Ri j
DNS'Ri j

LES1^Āi j
M&, ~13!

where Ri j
DNS[^uiuj&2^ui&^uj& are the Reynolds stresse

from the fine DNS in Ref. 42,Ri j
LES[^ūi ū j&2^ūi&^ū j& are

the Reynolds stresses corresponding to the dynamics o
LES field, and̂ Āi j

M& are the averaged values of the model
subgrid-scale stresses^t i j &5^uiuj2ūi ū j&.

As pointed out in Ref. 47, the Reynolds stresses from
LES can only be compared with those from a DNS by a
taking into account the significant contribution from the a
eraged subgrid-scale stresses. Since we include result
the Smagorinsky model with Van Driest damping, we need
be careful with the reconstruction of the diagonal Reyno
stresses~the rms turbulence intensities!. Specifically, for this
eddy-viscosity model, only theanisotropicpart of Ri j

DNS can
be reconstructed~and thus compared with DNS!

Rii*
DNS'Rii*

LES1^Āii*
M&, ~14!

where

Rii*
DNS[^ui8ui8&2

1

3 (
k51

3

^uk8uk8&5Rii
DNS2

1

3 (
k51

3

Rkk
DNS,
0
4
3 3
TABLE II. Computedut and Ret .

Fixed Um Nominal Ret Case Computedut Computed Ret

15.63 180 RLES 0.987 944 8 177.835 2
Gradient 0.989 011 8 178.022 2

Smagorinsky with Van Driest damping 0.991 714 4 178.512 0

17.54 395 RLES 1.001 025 319 395.407 196
Gradient 1.005 021 334 396.985 992

Smagorinsky with Van Driest damping 0.997 417 688 4 393.971 89
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FIG. 6. Mean streamwise velocity, Ret5180. We com-
pared the RLES model~12!, the gradient model~9!, and
the Smagorinsky model with Van Driest damping wit
the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, and Mansour~Ref. 42!.
ding

n
ith

loc-
ll
ui8[ui2^ui&,

Rii*
LES[Rii

LES2
1

3 (
k51

3

Rkk
LES,

Āii* [Āii 2
1

3 (
k51

3

Ākk ,

and Āii*
M is modelingĀii* .

The reconstruction of the off-diagonal stressesRxy is
straightforward

Rxy
DNS'Rxy

LES1^Āxy*
M&, ~15!

since^Āxy*
M&5^Āxy

M &.
In computingRxy , urms* , v rms* , and wrms* , for the three

LES models, we used formulas~14! and ~15!
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urms* 5~ uR11*
LES1^Ā11*

M&u!1/2,

v rms* 5~ uR22*
LES1^Ā22*

M&u!1/2, ~16!

wrms* 5~ uR33*
LES1^Ā33*

M&u!1/2.

These results were then compared with the correspon
ones in Ref. 42.

IV. A POSTERIORI TESTS FOR RetÄ180

We rana posteriori tests for the RLES model~12!, the
gradient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky model with Va
Driest damping. We compared the corresponding results w
the fine DNS simulation of Moser, Kim, and Mansour.42

Figure 6 shows the normalized mean streamwise ve
ity u1, where a ‘‘1’’ superscript denotes the variable in wa
s,

n
d

FIG. 7. The x, y component of the Reynolds stres
Ret5180. We compared the RLES model~12!, the gra-
dient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky model with Va
Driest damping with the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, an
Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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FIG. 8. rms values of streamwise velocity fluctuation
Ret5180. We compared the RLES model~12!, the gra-
dient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky model with Va
Driest damping with the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, an
Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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units; note the almost perfect overlapping of the results c
responding to the models tested. We interpret this beha
as a measure of our success in enforcing a constant mas
through the channel. Since we have only two mesh po
with y1<10 away from the wall, the plotting by linear in
terpolation between these two points produces inadeq
results. The mean streamwise velocityu1 at these points is
however, very close to that in the fine DNS.

Figure 7 presents the normalizedx, y component of the
Reynolds stress,Rxy , computed by using~15!. Note thatRxy

includes contributions from the subgrid-scale stress
which, in turn, include terms containing the gradient of t
computed velocity. Since this gradient is not continuo
across the spectral elements, we obtain the spikes in the
dient ~9! and Smagorinsky with Van Driest damping mode
The inverse operator in the RLES model~12! has a smooth-
ing effect on the subgrid-scale stress tensor and attenu
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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these spikes. This behavior is apparent in all the other p
for the Reynolds stresses. TheRxy for the RLES model
~RLES! is better than that corresponding to the gradie
model ~9! ~there are no spikes!, with the exception of the
near-wall region; here, the inverse~smoothing! operator
equipped with Neumann boundary conditions introduce
nonzeroRxy for the RLES model~12!. Nevertheless, both the
RLES ~12! and the gradient~9! model yield much better
results forRxy than the Smagorinsky model with Van Drie
damping; the latter performs poorly.

The situation is completely different for the rms turb
lence intensities in Figs. 8–10: Here, the Smagorinsky mo
with Van Driest damping performs significantly better th
both the RLES~12! and the gradient~9! models. As for the
Rxy , the inverse operator in the RLES model has a smoo
ing effect and attenuates the spikes in the diagonal Reyn
stresses of the gradient model~9!, yielding improved results,
,

n
d

FIG. 9. rms values of wall-normal velocity fluctuations
Ret5180. We compared the RLES model~12!, the gra-
dient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky model with Va
Driest damping with the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, an
Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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FIG. 10. rms values of spanwise velocity fluctuation
Ret5180. We compared the RLES model~12!, the gra-
dient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky model with Va
Driest damping with the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, an
Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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with the exception of the near-wall region where it intr
duces a nonzero diagonal Reynolds stress. We also note
the first spike in the rms turbulence intensities for gradi
model ~9! away from the wall isnot at the spectral elemen
interface. Nevertheless, the smoothing operator in the RL
model ~12! attenuates it significantly.

The inverse operator is also responsible for the m
increased numerical stability of the RLES model~12! over
the gradient model~9!: In order to prevent the numerica
simulations with the gradient model from blowing up, w
had to use a very small time step; the simulations with
RLES model~12! ran with much larger time steps.~To col-
lect statistics, however, we ran the two LES models with
same time step.!
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V. A POSTERIORI TESTS FOR RetÄ395

We ran simulations with all three LES models for Rt
5395, and we compared our results with the fine DNS
Ref. 42. Again, as in the Ret5180 case, the normalized mea
streamwise velocity profiles in Fig. 11 are practically iden
cal; this time, however, they do not overlap onto that cor
sponding to the fine DNS. Nevertheless, the mean flows
the same, and this is supported by the fact that the mo
underpredict the correct value near the wall but overpredic
away from the wall. The inadequate behavior near the wa
due to the plotting, as in the Ret5180 case~we used linear
interpolation for the two mesh points withy1<10 away
from the wall!. In fact, u1 at these two mesh points com
h

FIG. 11. Mean streamwise velocity, Ret5395. We com-
pared the RLES model~12!, the gradient model~9!, and
the Smagorinsky model with Van Driest damping wit
the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, and Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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FIG. 12. Thex, y component of the Reynolds stres
Ret5395. We compared the RLES model~12!, the gra-
dient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky model with Va
Driest damping with the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, an
Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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pares very well with the fine DNS results in Ref. 42. In t
buffer and log layers the three LES models deviate from
correct DNS results, but they perform well at the center
the channel.

The results for the normalized Reynolds stresses in F
12–15 parallel the corresponding ones for the Ret5180 case:
The RLES model~12! performs better than the gradie
model ~9! ~the smoothing operator eliminates the spike!,
with the exception of the near-wall region, where t
smoothing operator introduces a nonzero value.

Both the RLES~12! and the gradient~9! models yield
much better results for the off-diagonal Reynolds stress
sor Rxy than the Smagorinsky model with Van Driest dam
ing ~Fig. 12!.

However, the Smagorinsky model with Van Drie
damping performs much better than both the RLES~12! and
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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e
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the gradient~9! models in predicting the rms turbulence in
tensities~Figs. 13–15!, with the exception ofwrms* in Fig. 15,
where the improvement is not that dramatic.

Again, as in the Ret5180 case, the RLES model~12! is
much more stable numerically than the gradient model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have used a spectral element code to test the R
model ~12! in the numerical simulation of incompressib
channel flows at Ret5180 and Ret5395. This approximate
deconvolution model is based on a rational~Padé! approxi-
mation to the Fourier transform of the Gaussian filter and
proposed as an alternative to the gradient model~9!. We
compared the RLES model~12! with the gradient model~9!,
and the Smagorinsky model with Van Driest damping. T
a-

l
,

FIG. 13. rms values of streamwise velocity fluctu
tions, Ret5395. We compared the RLES model~12!,
the gradient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky mode
with Van Driest damping with the fine DNS of Moser
Kim, and Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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FIG. 14. rms values of wall-normal velocity fluctua
tions, Ret5395. We compared the RLES model~12!,
the gradient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky mode
with Van Driest damping with the fine DNS of Moser
Kim, and Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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corresponding results were benchmarked against the
DNS calculation of Moser, Kim, and Mansour.42

The RLES model~12! yielded better results than th
gradient model~9! for both Ret5180 and Ret5395, and for
all Reynolds stresses. This was due to the inverse operat
the RLES model, which had a smoothing effect over
modeled subgrid-scale stress tensor and eliminated~or at-
tenuated! the spikes in the gradient model. The inverse o
erator equipped with Neumann boundary conditions, ho
ever, introduced nonzero Reynolds stresses in the near-
region.

But, the most significant improvement of the RLE
model over the gradient model is the much increased num
cal stability, which is also due to the smoothing effect of t
inverse operator.

The Smagorinsky model with Van Driest damping pe
formed worse than both the RLES and the gradient mode
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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predicting the off-diagonal Reynolds stresses, but predic
very accurately the rms turbulent fluctuations.

We believe that these results for the RLES model
encouraging. They also support our initial thoughts: T
RLES model is an improvement over the gradient model a
subfilter-scalemodel. The RLES model is also more stab
numerically because of the additional smoothing opera
and this feature is manifest for both low (Ret5180) and
moderate (Ret5395) Reynolds number flows.

However, the RLES model accounts just for th
subfilter-scale part of the stress reconstruction. The inform
tion lost at the subgrid-scale level must be accounted for
different way, as advocated by Caratiet al.24 This was illus-
trated by the dramatic improvement for the diagonal R
nolds stresses, for both Ret5180 and Ret5395, yielded by
the Smagorinsky model with Van Driest damping, a classi
eddy-viscosity model.
s,

n
d

FIG. 15. rms values of spanwise velocity fluctuation
Ret5395. We compared the RLES model~12!, the gra-
dient model~9!, and the Smagorinsky model with Va
Driest damping with the fine DNS of Moser, Kim, an
Mansour~Ref. 42!.
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We believe that the RLES model~12!, although an im-
provement over the gradient model~9!, might not be com-
petitive yet in challenging wall-bounded turbulent flow sim
lations; it should probably be supplemented by an ed
viscosity mechanism~a mixed model!. We plan to investigate
this mixed model in more challenging simulations and co
pare our results with state-of-the-art LES models such as
dynamic Smagorinsky model7 and the variational multiscale
method of Hugheset al.48–50

We also plan to investigate the RLES model with t
inverse operator equipped with homogeneous boundary
ditions instead of Neumann boundary conditions as in
present simulations. This new boundary oconditions co
yield a better behavior near the wall for the RLES mod
~12!.

Other research directions include the study of improv
boundary conditions, the commutation error,51,52 and the re-
lationship between the filter radius and the mesh size i
spectral element discretization.
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